“Specialization Is For Insects” An alumni retrospective on the value of a Mines education in a changing job market and emergence of CSR as an engineering core competency

By Joey Tucker
(Mines Alumni, BSc Mining ‘77)

Tuesday, November 15th
at 4 pm in Coolbaugh (CO) 209

Please join alum Joey Tucker (BSc Mining ’77) as he shares his insights on the role of a Mines education in the navigation of a rapidly changing job market for extractive industry engineers and managers, the impacts of globalization on “traditional” careers and emergence of corporate social responsibility as a core competency for engineers. Since graduation, Joey has been both witness and participant in the emergence of environmental protection as both a core competency and growth industry, both domestically and internationally. As a member of project teams in areas as diverse as the US, Indonesia, Chad, Russia, Papua New Guinea, and having direct stewardship responsibility for two benchmark projects associated with the emergence of CSR as a key measure of success, Joey will share his views on the role of a Mines education for engineers of the future.
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